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Arran enjoyed ferrying across the Mersey
yesterday.

Max's behaviour on Castner school trip
yesterday did the school proud - well done
Max!

Jake enjoying watching the Liver Birds from
the ferry yesterday.

Well done to Shaye, Aiyana and Alex for retaking their
accelerated reader tests. All of their scores have gone up since
their last test, hard work pays off!
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Aiyana has made a great start to her artist research page, and is
now getting ready to add her own drawings.

Jonpaul made some great notes in his PSHE book about risky
online behaviour and reputations.

Great effort from Shaye and Libby in their Geography and
History assessments! Proof of how hard you have worked this
term, well done!
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Yet more super Maths work from Drew and Shaye!

Libby has been �nding ways to make Maths more interesting for
her - using Art!

Woodman diary entries
David and Jayden produced fantastic diary eateries in History
this week. They were from the point of view of Victorian
prisoners who were stuck in the �rst ever prisons. Great work
boys �

Daley - star art
Freddy, Josh, Kieran, LJ, Ethan and Abby created beautiful art
based on the recent pictures of deep space. They worked with
oil pastel to blend colours beautifully.

Daley - Rice Krispie cakes
Alissa, Abby, Josh, Kieran, Freddy and Ethan M made delicious
Rice Krispie cakes this week!

More musicians in Turing
Callum has been learning to play the guitar. He was very pleased
that Mr Meenan let him borrow the electric guitar!
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Curie - Budding Geologists
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This week Curie combined a healthy walk up Bidston Hill with a
search for different types of rock. We discovered examples of
igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks. 

Curie - PHSE
Great work from Will and Jess who used the pyramid of
priorities when deciding what was most important to them in
life. 

Turing’s ASDAN success
Well done to Turing for completing their English, PSHE, science
and Personal Development ASDANs. An amazing achievement.
Jack, Callum and Nathan even got extra credits in history also.

Surprise ending to the most exciting
competition of the year.
In a dramatic twist, in the last week of the competition, Ellie has
just beaten Shaye to the top of the word reading table. Well done
Ellie for your surprising end sprint to the �nish line!  

A huge congratulations to both of our word millionaires!

Woodman science
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Turing Heart dissection

Huge congratulations to year 9 pupils for
completing their science asdan award

Curie - Geologists

Students from Newton had a fantastic trip to
Chester Zoo this week.

Great work Jayden
A fantastic piece of writing from Jayden.F explaining Karma and
why people believe in it. Well done!
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Amazing effort Olly!
We are very impressed with the effort Olly is putting in recently,
not just with his handwriting but also working independently.
Well done Olly!

Louis has learned some new songs on the
piano.
Louis has learned the Peaky Blinders theme tune this week. Ms
Q is very happy as this is one of her favourite songs.

Turing have been completing lots of
paperwork!
Well done to Turing for getting so much ASDAN work done over
the last few weeks. They have all been working really hard and
remained focused, even when Ms Q has been a bit of a dragon!

Dylan’s Delicious Stroganoff
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Leon’s Turkey, Mushroom and Courgette
stroganoff 😋

Well done Daniel

Well done Leo
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Well done to Kieran and Josh for their
independent Maths work this week!

Jack has been enjoying using his new
charcoal pencils.

Ellie has been playing with silhouettes in
art.

Paige is fantastic at art!
We have been very impressed with Paige’s art work. She is
incredibly talented. This is her gothic, Tim Burton, collection.
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Well done to Kaden and Ethan today for their
delectable French Toast aka 'Eggy Bread' as
I know it!

Well done to Jacob and Ethan from Banksy
for their 'upcycled old books' Rainforest Art!
Fantastic efforts boys! 👌

Turing’s fakeaways
Callum, Louis and Jack made chicken tikka masala. It smelled
delicious.

Attendance Reflection Time
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※※※※※※

Have you had good attendance this year? 

Could you be in  more? 

What are the bene�ts of good attendance?  

Daley had a great time at the zoo this week!
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